NEW ALONE IN THE DARK

NAITD version: 1.2FR
Launcher version: 0.96.1

DESCRIPTION

From creators of the conventional addons: BAITD, BAITD2, SectWar and OutPost.

After one and a half years of work we are ready to present officially to public this add. We long thought how to keep atmosphere of game favourite by all of us, but at the same time to expand habitual frameworks, to present a new gameplay and sensations. Do not compare it to our previous works and add-onami other people. It is absolutely unique in all.

Each map is carefully sustained in gloomy style. You will plunge into mystical atmosphere of the thrown places. Music, an environment, a plot - all it will keep you in suspense to the end. The portrayal of premises is worked to trifles. You will get to the new world which will live before you which you can investigate. Will see phantoms. Will face the novel. Will hear the darkness, breathing horror.

Add to it:
* Set of innovations: special effects, riddles, the sorcery, the new terrible and strong boss.
* Full re-gameability: more than half of unessential premises, a nonlinear plot, 5 different endings.
* The large quantity of models, textures, and new weapon.

INSTALLATION AND START

For playing this addon required all old updates, since version 1.0 which can be downloaded from an official site.
Necessary for you to change some options in DosBox as the launcher it is developed for work in DOS. No options in a profile automatically change. It is necessary for you to raise volume of allocated memory if you use 36 MB to 48 and to change start with BLOOD.EXE on BLAUNCH.EXE.

BMOUSE SUPPORT

If you want to add BMOUSE support, it is necessary for you to change some options in the launcher:

1. Open BLAUNCH.INI
2. Pass in section [BAITD] or [SPEED] for SpeedRun mode
3. Found and remove following lines:

extract BAITD.BPK BAITD.BAT
delete BAITD.BAT

extract BAITD.BPK SPEED.BAT
delete SPEED.BAT


4. Create BAITD.BAT or SPEED.BAT with following lines:

BMOUSE.EXE LAUNCH BAITD.EXE  -ini BAITD.INI
Pause

BMOUSE.EXE LAUNCH BAITD.EXE  -ini SPEED.INI
pause


Also if you want to start Blood, pass in section [BLOOD] and change a line "syscmd" to the following:

syscmd "BMOUSE.EXE LAUNCH BLOOD.EXE "

LOW-TECH MODE

In the launcher extraction of group of files if start by usual way gives out an error is provided. Before start of game or weapon addition, files for this action, which deleting  in the end. Sometimes files haven't time to be taken up to the end, but the script already starts other action (for example deleting of files), errors therefore are possible. You can change a script so that in the end files didn't delete.

WARNING! Replacement of original Blood files is possible.

Open BLAUNCH.INI and just remove all commands "delete <filename>" in following sections at will:
GAMES:
[BAITD]           - responsible for start Normal Mode.
[SPEED]           - responsible for start SpeedRun Mode.
[BLOOD]         - responsible for start Blood.

WEAPONS:
[NAPALM]        - responsible for installation Napalm Launcher.
[SAWED]           - responsible for installation Sawed-Off.
[RIOT]               - responsible for installation Riot Shotgun.
[TNTBUN]        - responsible for installation TNT.
[AEROSOL]     - responsible for installation Aerosol.
[HANDS]           - responsible for installation Beast Hands.
[RESET]            - responsible for reset  of all installed weapos and installation by default.

If you receive errors that isn't found any of maps, please start BARF with the following parameter. 
After that you can see all extracted maps in your folder with game.

BARF.EXE BLOOD.RFF -x *.MAP

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Following commands also are accessible to the launcher through switches:

-x <filename.bpk>  - Extract all files from the specified resource archive.
-ini <filename.ini>  - Use specified INI file (instead of blaunch.ini).

THANKS

Thanks all who has taken part in creation of this distressful project, despite shortage of a free time and as to all who has loaded this addition and possibly is going to play in it.

LifeKILLED – thanks for a map and the magnificent beta test.
Final22 – doubly thanks that has returned after a year not empty-handed.
Bloody Mess  – thanks that remained during the most difficult moments and realised all ideas.

INTERNET
www.baitd.fatal.ru – BAITD official site.
www.theit.narod.ru – The “IT” Publishing home page 
www.bloodgame.ru – Russian Blood Community
www.schoolproject.ucoz.ru – Bloody Mess’s site
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